USA

More than a

Point of
sale

Easy to manage your business

Secure storage
always available in
the cloud

Works with or
without internet

Statistics from
anywhere and any
device

Centralized
management of
several Points of sales

Multi-business and
multi-terminal

Friendly Point
of Sale

Contact Us
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+1 281 795 8069

@hioposusa

sales@hioposusa.com

www.hioposusa.com
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Restaurants

Pizza Shop

Design your establishment
• The Hiopos table screen allows you to intuitively
and easily visualize the open accounts in your
restaurant.
• Gain agility and comfort thanks to graphic table
design.
• Print a subtotal, switch tables, or split the bill
easily from this screen a single click.
Create and customize your menus
Streamline the process of creating specialty products with our modifiers.
Create modifiers that you can quickly and easily assign by selecting
multiple products, and set the price you deem most appropriate.
Take orders at tables
Improve customer service with HIORDER by optimizing
service on terraces and tables, increase table turnover and
reduce service times. Send orders instantly to screens and /
or kitchen printers installed in the different production lines.
Cash directly from the tables, even with a credit card with a
wireless pinpad.
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Daily menu planning

Ice Cream Shop Coffee Shop

Bar

Fast Food

Complete your products with special and personalized features
Streamline the process of creating specialty products with our
modifiers. Create modifiers that you can quickly and easily assign by
selecting multiple products, and set the price
you deem most
appropriate.

Ticket Splitting

Modifiers, size
and recipes
management

Assigning rates
according to rooms

Connection
between printers
and kitchen screen

Assign allergens
to items

Connection with
remote control

Combos
Management

Registration cost
control and profit
margin per item

Familias and
personalised items
with pictures

Terrace
Management

Different taxes
according to the
type of service

Book and order online
Now your customers can reserve a table online
24 hours a day, from anywhere in three easy
steps. With the online ordering module, the
customer accesses the restaurant’s menu,
consults the dishes, places the order and pays
with their cell phone.
Create and customize your combos
Create and customize your combos and menus and avoid having to
review and change dishes periodically. With the HIOPOS menus you
can select which products you want and which days of the week
they will be available. Add the products from your database without
having to create them again and automatically increase the price of
the menus with special products or modifiers.
Kitchen order management
Configure the different situations of your
printers to manage your orders in the
most efficient way. Connect HIOPOS with
our kitchen screens and you can instantly
control the status of your orders.

We also integrate into your social networks
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Retail Shop

Retail shop

Super Market Butcher Shop

Bakery

Manage tour Stocks
Organize, plan and control the stock of your
business. Consult the detailed statistics of all
your purchases, classified by families, products
... You have a stock audit report for each of
your products.
Create custom barcoded products
Automate and improve the efficiency of your
business. With the Hiopos barcode scanner, create
and sell your retail products quickly and easily.
Hiopos allows you to create items automatically
by reading your barcode; description, image
reference and price among many of the direct
creation fields.
Configure you products
Manage your products and assign them different
prices of your choice.
Easily and efficiently control the stock of your
products by size through reports will allow you
to keep track of products independently with
different sizes.
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Registration, Cost
Control and Profit
Margin per item

Sales control,
pending assigned to
a customer

Families and
personalised items
with pictures

Assigment of
barcodes and
references

Management of
clients, suppliers and
employees

Management
of prices and
discounts

Cash Control

Ticket Splitting

Sale ticket design

Creation and
modification of
products and prices

Products dimensions
(sizes and formats)

Track promotion
periods

Manage
your
warehouse
with
HIOSTOCK
With HIOSTOCK you can control the
receipt of purchases in the warehouse,
enter your orders and carry out
inventories. In addition, it also allows
you to print labels for your products.
Import your products
Reduce start-up and item creation costs with Hiopos.
Bulk import your items databases via CSV files and
create products in a few seconds.
Engage your customers with offers, discounts and Gift Card
Create special rates and establish offer periods according to your sales
policy. Increase your sales and enhance the relationship with your
customers. Conveniently transform your sales tickets into gift tickets
from the same sales inquiry screen.
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Beauty

Aesthetic

Assign service by
employee or
specialty

Manage the agenda
Manage and view your clients’
appointments easily, intuitively and
quickly. Assign services to a specific
time, day, and employee. Consult the
calendar by day or week and by groups
of employees (hairdressing, beauty ...).

Online reservations
Allow your clients to book appointments
for all the services you offer from their
own Smartphone. Immediately you will
receive in Hiopos a notification with the
online reservations. Automatically send the
appointment confirmation by email to your
clients.
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Product formats

Creation and
management of
Packs

Schedule of services
and duration

Registration, Cost
Control and Profit
Margin per item

The client can book
from his smartphone

Agenda
management

Display the
appointment status
by colors

Visualization of the
status by color of the
appointments

Beauty Salon

Appointment
confirmation

Track promotion
periods

Spa

Control the stock of your products
Organize, plan and control the stock of your
salon’s products with our tools for managing
the supplier purchasing circuit and inventory
control. You will be able to consult the detailed
statistics of all your purchases, classified by
families, products and much more. You will
have at your disposal a stock audit report with
the initial stock, purchases, sales, losses and final
stock of each of your products.
Determine the durations of your services
With HIOPOS, determine the duration of each
service that your salon’s offers, so you can
control how long the client’s appointment will
last and be able to easily organize appointments
and employees. You can also assign a group
of employees according to specialty to each
service.

Access to your
customer’s history

Organize your employees’ schedules
Assign different schedules and shifts to your employees so you can
quickly manage your future appointments by viewing their working
Check your customers history
hours. In addition, with HIOPOS you can configure the establishment’s
Access access your customers history to see which services and products working and non-working days, as well as holidays and employee
are their favorites, consult the technical sheet with the comments of the exceptions, so that they can be viewed on the calendar.
treatments, and suggest the usual employee for each service.
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Centralize all the information of your establishments in a single tool
HiOffice is a business management software (“Back Office”) of the
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) type. Obtain sales information
and graphical statistics of all your establishments centralized in a
single tool, all the information and database in real time. The tool is
always just a click away through the web. It is easy to install allows
visualization of all kinds of graphical sales statistics, also imports items
and prices from a spreadsheet.

Analytics
All your business information in real time
Savings by paying
per use, monthly fee

Centralization
of sales and cash
closings

Multiplatform and
multidevice
application

Maintenance of
items and prices

Obtain information
securely, accurately
and truthfully

Export sales and
import of items

Scalable to
dimension
of each business

Work directly on
any basis of Hiopos
data

It is a dashboard system that allows you to browse your business
information from any place and device, with a single click, thanks to
KPIs, charts, graphs and cubes.
With Analytics you can collect, analyze and transform information for
strategic decision making in real time.
Connected to the Hiopos databases, the information is displayed
quickly without waiting times. Unlike other BI systems, Analytics delivers
the information at the same time that the data is generated, without
importing it or pre processing it from the ERP.

www
Web technology
service

Back

Statistics of sale
and control
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Easy to use

The

Touch screen POS

Thermal printer

for the Point of Sale

for your establishment
13,3” second screen
(opcional)
250 mm/s
Fast Printing

Quad-Core
Processor
RK3288

Integrated HDD
8GB

Capacitive Screen
15.6”

Memory RAM
2GB

HioPOS 15.6” POS

Back

CPU

ROCKCHIP RK3288 Quad-core ARM Cortex-A17, 1.8GHz

Memory

2 Gb RAM Dual-channel 64-bit DRAM

Operating System

Android 8

Touch screen

15.6” Capacitive Screen

Hard Disk

8 GB Integrated HDD

Resolution

1920 x 1080 px

WiFi

Integrated

Connectors

6 USB, 1 COM, 1 RJ11, 1 LAN, 1 RJ45, 1 Line Out, Micro SD

Dimensions
Weight

Acoustic Warning
Voice Messages

Frontal Led
Light Warning

The Hiopos printer has Serial Interface (RS232), Enthernet and USB (B)

Thermal printer
Fast Printing

250 mm/s

Resolution

203 DPI

Warning

Acoustic warning with programmed voice messages

Led

Frontal led with light warning

Paper

Standard paper width 80 mm

Printout

Print width 72 mm

Sensor

End of paper, open cover

(Width) 40 cm x (Max. High) 33 cm x (Max. Lenght) 25 cm

Interface

USB (B) + Serie (RS-232) + Ethernet

5 kg

Dimensions

(Width) 15 x (Height) 13,5 x (Length) 20 cm
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